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K-Means and Hierarchical
Respectively: for when you know how many 
clusters you want to test for, and for when you 
don’t

Clustering Overview

A Way to Find Subgroups within a Data Set

Two Methods Discussed in ISL



K-Means Clustering
Dissimilarity measure:  Euclidean distance



K-Means Clustering



Visualization of K-Means



Different Runs of K-Means



Challenges with K-Means/Clustering

K-means

“How many clusters?”

Clustering in General

Potential “outliers” that don’t truly belong in any cluster

Perturbations in Data - changes in the set effect clusters drastically



Elbow Method
For deciding the number of clusters to use for k-means clustering

Elbow point
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Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun and 
the smallest one in the Solar System—it’s 
only a bit larger than the Moon

K-means Simulation

Mercury

Venus
Venus has a beautiful name and is the 
second planet from the Sun. It’s hot and has 
a poisonous atmosphere
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My Spotify Wrapped playlist:
My 100 most-played songs of 2021

My Data Set



Track Features

danceability

Based on tempo, rhythm stability, 
beat strength, & overall regularity

As described by the Spotify API

energy

perceptual measure of intensity 
and activity— fast, loud, and noisy?

loudness

overall loudness of a track

speechiness

Presence of spoken words?

acousticness

Is it acoustic?

valence

musical “positiveness” conveyed by 
a track

tempo

BPM

*All features were normalized through the scale function



My Choice of K
(How many clusters to use)



Applying K-Means Clustering
On my data set

1. “Speachy”, less melodic cluster (7 songs)
2. Acoustic/instrumental tracks (16 songs)
3. Sadder pop cluster (43 songs)
4. More positive pop cluster (34 songs)



What about Hierarchical?

Dendrograms of Three Modes of Linkage



Results from Hierarchical (Complete)

1. Sadder pop cluster (41 songs)
2. Happier pop cluster (39 songs)
3. Acoustic/instrumental tracks(14 songs)
4. “Speechy” cluster (6 songs)



Takeaways from the DRP

Sushi 
Burrito!
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An Introduction to Statistical Learning

Daniel Suen and David Marcano
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